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Lesson 14 – Berries and Circle 
 

Berries and Circles 

 I have struggled with berries and circles most of my appliqué life.  I was never 

happy with berries made with starch.  They were way too stiff and could be shiny if they 

accidently got near a hot iron.  After much experimenting I arrived at a method that 

worked but was awkward.  Then in an emergency, when time was of the essence, I tried 

Best Press™.  It was perfect.  

 Once again, success is partially dependent upon having a good quality, 100% fine 

cotton fabric.  A coarse, heavy fabric will fray making it impossible to get the beautiful 

berry or circle that you want.  I have found berries made from batiks are almost always 

successful.   For our example, we will make a flower center. We will make the flower 

center off block then apply it to the background. 

Background Preparation 

Step 1:  Use a circle template when tracing the pattern to 

the wrong side of the background fabric.  It is almost 

impossible to trace a perfectly round circle.  So don’t try.  

Take a circle template and trace the size of the center onto 

the wrong side of the background fabric as per your 

pattern.  These plastic templates can be found at office 

supply stores. 

Step 2:  Appliqué your block until you are ready to appliqué the center.  Using your 

appliqué thread which will be the same color as your center, stitch a short running stitch 

directly on the center’s pencil line.  (Figure 4_43)  This will be your guideline for the 

Figure 4_42

Back side
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outside edge of your center.  It will help keep it round.  It is very difficult to do a running 

stitch on a berry that is less than an inch in diameter.   We will deal with very small 

berries later. 

 

 

 

 

 

  

 

 Many berries are applied directly to the background 

fabric.  In our example the center will be applied over the 

petals of the flower.  It can be very difficult to put a short 

running stitch in all the layers of fabric.  Using a stab stitch 

instead will create a faux running stitch. 

Berry Preparation and Application 

Step 1: Use a Mylar™ circle to trace a circle onto your berry fabric.  (Figure 4_45)  This 

circle should be 1/2” larger than the Mylar™  circle you will use to make the berry. 

Step 2:  Cut out the berry. 

Step 3:  Working on the wrong side of the berry fabric and 

using a thread that matches the berry fabric, do a short 

running stitch in the seam allowance of the berry.  That is do 

a short running stitch within the first 1/4” of the outside 

Back side of 
berry fabric.

Figure 4_45

Front side

Figure 4_44 

Back side Figure 4_46

Figure 4_43
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edge of the berry.  Leave a tail of several inches. It isn’t necessary to knot the end.  

When you have stitched all the way around and are back at the beginning, place 

the point of your needle under your first stitch and push it through to the front side.  

(Figure 4_46)  This half stitch will prevent your berry from popping open in the next 

step.  Cut your running stitch thread, leaving a tail of several inches. 

Step 4:  Place an appropriate size Mylar™ heat-resistant circle in the center of the berry 

(Figure 4_47) and gently pull on the ends of the running stitch thread until the berry 

fabric pulls up around the Mylar™ circle.  Pull snug.  Loop over once to hold in place. 

(Figure 4_48) 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Step 5: Spray with Best Press™. Set aside to dry.  Have you ever left a load of wet wash 

in the dryer and forgot to run the dryer.  You come back a day or two later when the 

clothes have dried.  They are wrinkled beyond belief.  You have to re-wash them to get 

those wrinkles out.  The same principle is at work with our berry.  As it dries it will 

naturally take on the shape of the Mylar™ circle it is stretched around.  The Best Press™.    

aids in this process and will help it retain the correct, round shape. 

Back side Figure 4_47
Back side Figure 4_48
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Step 6:  When the berry is completely dry, press the outer-

most 1/8” with an iron set on cotton.  The iron will be very 

hot.  Use a pencil (eraser end) or a awl to manipulate the 

berry. The Mylar™ circle inside the berry is only heat-

resistant.  It can warp so don’t leave the iron on the berry in 

one position for very long.  This pressing will give our berry 

a crisp edge. 

 Do not press the entire berry.  We don’t want to 

press the gathers.  By leaving them un-pressed we will be 

able to more easily manipulate them when we appliqué the 

berry. 

Step 7: Our berry is now ready to appliqué.  Gently loosen 

the running stitch thread enough to remove the Mylar™ 

circle.  Grab the ends of the running stitch thread and gently 

pull on them until the berry resumes its round shape. Pulling 

too tight will make the berry smaller.   When the berry has 

resumed the appropriate shape, knot the basting thread .  

Then clip the ends close to the knot. 

Step 8: Place the berry on the front side of your background fabric.  If the berry is large 

enough and you have been able to do a running stitch on the pencil line on the back, 

center the berry over the running stitch circle.  If the berry is very small use the Pin 

Method of Placement (page 20) to position the berry on the front.  Tack the berry in 

place.  For larger berries I will take a stitch or two in the center away from the seam 

Back side Figure 4_52

Front side

Figure 4_53 

Applique stitch 
on outside of 
running stitch.

Figure 4_54
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allowance gathers.  (Figure 4_53)  For a smaller berry I will tack it in place with a single 

knotted thread in the center. 

Step 9:  Appliqué the berry in place.  As you appliqué, use the running stitch placed in 

the background fabric as a guide to keep your berry round.  Be sure your appliqué 

stitches fall just barely on the outside of that running 

stitch.  (Figure 4_54) 

Very Small Berry Preparation and Application: 

 We will have to make two changes to this 

technique to deal with very small berries. 

 1.  When preparing the background fabric, don’t place a running stitch on the 

pencil line.  For very small berries it is almost impossible to do a neat, small running 

stitch so we will skip that. 

 2.  After tracing the berry shape onto the wrong side of the berry fabric, do a 

short running stitch just on the outside of the pencil line in what will eventually be the 

seam allowance. Now cut out the berry.  This is the tricky part.  Don’t cut the running 

stitch thread.  Do cut just on the outside of the running stitch.  Remember that the seam 

allowance has to be very narrow.  By not cutting out the berry until after the running 

stitch has been done, we have more fabric to hang on to during this preparation. 

 Beautiful berries take a little time but are well worth the effort. 

 

 

 
     Instead of using Mylar™  
circles consider using heat-
resistant Mylar™ washers 
available at most hardware 
stores or on-line.   
 
 
 

 
For berries or circles over 1/2” in diameter, an 

indentation will occur in the center of the berry.  
Consider either lining the berries (Lesson 12) or stuffing 
the berry to hide the indentation. 

 


